
Shot 1: Huskie Toons Presents. Shot 2: Wave Riders Title Shot 3: I want my mummy Title. 

Shot 4: Laura And At The training 
room.

Shot 5: Kassie Lifting dumbell. Shot 6: Laura running around in an 
indoor track. 



Shot 1: Zylvia rush in with a flyer call-
ing the others. 

Shot 2: Laura, Kassie and the others 
stop. 

Shot 3: Team Pack walks over to 
zylvia. 

Shot 4: Leon askes Zylvia what is it. Shot 5: Zylvia shows them the flyer. Shot 6: close up the flyer Zylvia tells 
them that the race this year is in the 
dessert of new egypt.



Shot 1: Team looks at the flyer. Shot 2: Leon tells the pack they’re go-
ing to the desert of new egypt.

Shot 3 Clash scared askes leon that 
isn’t this the place where the mum-
my’s curse is?

Shot 4: Leon tells Clash he’s been 
watching too many egyptian horror 
films and there’s no such thing.

Shot 5: Leon reminds him, that they 
have to get to the race and don’t want 
to be late. 

Shot 6: Team pack walks out of the 
training room. 



Shot 1: Clash worried and walks away. Shot 2: Audience of New egypt cheer-
ing. 

Shot 3: Sno-Flo appears. 

Shot 4: Sno-Flo greets and welcomes 
everybody to another racing day in 
new egypt.

Shot 5: The Racers on the tracks 
Sno-flo announcing the teams.

Shot 6: Starting lights 
(Red:3) (Red:2) (Red:1) GO!(GREEN).



Shot 1: The racers take off. Shot 2: racers in the desert track. Shot 3: Team pack in the lead. 

Shot 4: Monstie Green passes them. Shot 5: Monstie Green says later 
losers.

Shot 6: Monsties enter the tomb.  
Sno-flo announces the monsties enter the 

tomb,



Shot 1: Kassie tells leon that the mon-
sties enter the tomb and wonders what 
would monsties need inside the tomb.

Shot 2: Leon learns they’re after the 
treasure of the pharaoh.

Shot 3: Clash  learns that’s it’s in the 
tomb and tells leon frightened that the  
tomb has mummies and it’s curse. 

Shot 4: Laura Lynx yells clash he’s 
been watching to many horror films 
and it’s a myth. 

Shot 5: Leon suggests they follow the 
monsties. 

Shot 6: Clash wonders if he continue 
the race without them.



Shot 1: Kassie tells him this is more 
important then winning.

Shot 2: Clash knew’s he’s going to re-
gret this. 

Shot 3: The Pack enters the tomb. 

Shot 4: The monsties walking inside 
the tomb.

Shot 5: Monstie Green stops. Shot 6: Points to the chest.



Shot 1: Monsties opens the chest. Shot 2: inside it was full of jewels. Shot 3: Monstie pink guests it’s prob-
ably worth alot of cash. 

Shot 4: Monstie Green tells the mon-
sties to take the treasure. 

Shot 5: Monsties starts filling the bags 
with the treasure.

Shot 6: Coffins open up. 



Shot 1: Monsties stop filling the bags. Shot 2: Monstie Pink ask green if he 
heard something.

Shot 3: Monstie Green answers it’s 
probably the wind and tells them to 
get going. 

Shot 4: Monsties pick up the bags. Shot 5: Monsties walks away with the 
bags

Shot 6: A moaning voice was heard 
and the monsties stop



Shot 1: Monsties turns around. Shot 2: Mummies. Shot 3: Monsties panic.

Shot 4: Runs away with the treasure. Shot 5: The pack walking in the hall-
way.

Shot 6: Laura Wonders if they were 
the monsties where would they be.



Shot 1: Clash answer probably not 
here. monsties screaming (Offscreen).

Shot 2: Team Pack Stops. Shot 3: Monsties runnning pass the 
pack with the treasure. 

Shot 4: Leon yelling they’re getting 
away with the treasure. 

Shot 5: Clash wonders what their 
running from.

Shot 6: Mummies moaning and walk-
ing.



Shot 1 Clash screams mummies. Shot 2: Clash hides behind Leon. Leon 
wonders what they want?

Shot 3: Laura tell them she’ll ask the 
mummy, she can speak mummy. 

Shot 4: Laura walks over to the 
mummies and starts talking in mum-
my.

Shot 5: In mummy why are they chas-
ing the monsties?

Shot 6: Mummy answers in moaning.



Shot 1: Laura Replies. Shot 2: Walks over to Clash and Leon. Shot 3: Laura tells them that the mon-
sties took the mummies treasure and 
the mummies ask them to help bring it 
back to them.

Shot 4: Leon Agrees. Shot 5: Leon tells the mummies they’ll 
there treasure back.

Shot 6: The pack goes back on their 
boards and follows the monsties.



Shot 1: Monsties back at the race with 
the treasure. 

Shot 2: Team pack gets behind the 
monsties.

Shot 3: The monsties turn their heads 
around.

Shot 4: Leon waves and greets the 
monsties. 

Shot 5:  laura takes the treasure bags. Shot 6: Monsties turn around.



Shot 1: Laura thanks them. Shot 2: Leon and Laura dashes with 
the treasure. 

Shot 3: Monsties Turn.

Shot 4: and Hit a rock. Shot 5: Leon passes the finish line and 
the other behind him. 

Shot 6: Sno-Flo announces the winner 
of the grand prix Leon leo. 



Shot 1: Audience cheering. Shot 2: Back at the tomb. Shot 3: Laura gives back the treasure 
to the mummies. 

Shot 4: Mummy mumbles thank you. Shot 5: Laura replies in mummy talk. Shot 6: Laura walks outside to the 
others and tells them she manage to 
give back the treasure.



Shot 1: Leon turns to clash and ask 
he’s thinks he’s still afraid of mum-
mies.

Shot 2: Clash saids of course not and 
he was just pretending.

Shot 3: A Mummy pops out and scare 
Clash.

Shot 4: Clash runs behind the rock. Shot 5: The mummy removes his 
mask.

Shot 6: it was Basil laughs at Clash 
and tells him he wasn’t pretending. 



Shot 1 
Video 
Everybody laughs. 



Shot 1 
Video 
Clash nerously an-

noyed. 

 

Audio 
Nemo enim ipsam 

voluptatem quia volup-

tas sit aspernatur aut 
odit aut. 

Fugit, sed quia conse-

quuntur magni dolores 

eos qui voluptatem se-

qui. 



Shot 1 
The End Made in  

Fairfax,VA 22031. 



Shot 1 
A Huskie Toons released. 

 


